FIND OUT HOW
PROPER NUTRITION
CAN IMPROVE YOUR
OVERALL HEALTH!
Poor nutrition contributes to many chronic
diseases. Rather than treating your symptoms,
optimizing nutrition may actually help address
the root cause of your ailments.

Organic Acid Testing

• How you handle your personal nutrition is
powerful! A few simple tweaks can make a big
difference in your body and how you feel. Testing
can help pinpoint where to make adjustments.

The Organix® Comprehensive Profile is a nutritional

• The right amounts of vitamins and minerals are
needed to keep your body running smoothly, which
can boost your metabolism, give you more energy,
and stabilize your weight.

to provide more accurate pediatric nutritional

• Healthy fats decrease inflammation and protect the
heart and brain.

and lead to improved patient outcomes.

• Proteins and amino acids from your diet can affect
your mood.

Consider taking Organix test
if you have concerns about :

Nutritional testing can measure 100s of areas in the
body that are impacted by poor nutrition. Results
are presented in a personalized report so that your
doctor can help create a plan specific to your needs.
Nutritional tests identify subtle imbalances related to
many common health issues that can be found before
standard labs can detect them. These tests allow
insights on how nutrition and the environment are
impacting your body. Nutritional testing can reveal
toxic exposures and measure your body’s ability to
neutralize those toxins.

test providing insights into organic acids and a view
into the body’s cellular metabolic processes. Additionally, children’s reference ranges are designed
evaluations. Identifying metabolic blocks that can
be treated nutritionally allows individual tailoring
of interventions that maximize patient responses

• Weight issues
• Sleep abnormalities
• Depression

• Chemical Sensitivities
• Disease Prevention
• Increased Energy

Contact your clinician and
request information about
Organix Test Today.
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